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It is proposed that surface electrons can be used to study thermal surface excitations in liquid 
helium. For this purpose the interaction between surface electrons and the liquid-vapor interface 
is considered. A description of the self-consistent deformation of the free surface of liquid helium 
by an electron is obtained. A necessary condition for such deformation to occur in the approxima
tion linear in the deformations is the presence of an external electric field E1 which exerts an ad
ditional pull on the electron towards the helium surface. The temperature ranges in which the effect 
of a static deformation on the mobility of surface electrons is or is not important are indicated. The 
electron mobility is calculated in the temperature region in which the static deformation can be 
neglected. 

IT is known that charged particles above a liquid-vapor 
interface are attracted to the free surface of the liquid 
by electrostatic image forces. Mter the charge has 
crossed the interace, the attraction is replaced by re
pulsion, and charged particles in the image-force field 
should therefore always go down into the bulk of the 
liquid phase. However, this statement is fully applicable 
only to positive ions. If we are speaking of electrons, 
and if the liquid medium is helium, the situation is 
somewhat different. For free electrons the surface of 
liquid helium is a potential barrier of height 1.4 eV. 
Therefore, electrons which have energy less than 1.4 
eV and which are attracted to the liquid helium surface 
by the image forces cannot pass through the surface 
into the liquid phase and must be localized above the 
boundary surface. 

A preliminary description of such surface electron 
states above a plane free surface of liquid helium was 
given by Cole and Cohen, [ll and also, independently, by 
the author of this paper. [21 In particular, the wavefunc
tion 1/Jo and energy .\0 of the ground state have the follow
ing form 

ljlo(xyz) = const·Z cxp[ -yz + i(kxx + k,y)], 

),, - ll'k' I 2m= -mo.' I 211', 

·y= mal II', a= e'je,- e,l/4e,(e, + Ez). 

(1) 

Here the helium surface lies in the xy-plane. z 2: 0 cor
responds to the gas phase. m and e are the mass and 
charge of a free electron, k is the wave-vector in the 
xy-plane, E1 and E2 are the dielectric constants of the 
liquid and vapor and I E1 - E2 1 = 0.06. With this value 
of I E 1 - E 2 1 y is found to be of the order of ~ 2 x 106 

em-\ and .\0 ~ 10- 3 eV. Numerical estimates of the 
constants y and .\0 confirm the correctness of the basic 
assumptions made in [21 in the course of the derivation. 
One of these assumptions is the requirement that the 
inequality .\0 « 1.4 eV be fulfilled/> which enables us 

Owe note that although the localization energy in the surface levels 
is small compared with the barrier height of 1.4 eV, it is nevertheless of 
order"" 10-3 eV"" I 0°K, which for typical helium temperatures T- I °K 
appreciably exceeds the possible thermal electron energy values in the 
gas phase. Consequently, at temperatures :S I °K, thermal electrons in 
the gas phase must, with high probability, occupy surface levels above 
the liquid-vapor interface. 
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to regard the potential barrier at the liquid-vapor in
terface as infinitely high and to take account of it by the 
boundary condition ljJ lz=o = 0. The other important as
sumption about the possibility of using, for the potential 
W(z) of the image force, its macroscopic value W(z) 
= ajz is legitimate if distances large compared with 
the interatomic spacings a 0 contribute in forming the 
wavefunction, i.e., ya0 « 1. Both these inequalities are 
found to be fulfilled by an ample margin, by virtue of 
the smallness of the difference I E1 - E2 I « 1. 

The practical value of surface electrons is deter
mined by the possibility of using them to study the 
properties of thermal surface excitations in liquid 
helium. The point is that thermal surface excitations 
are the chief cause of drag on the surface electrons as 
they move along the interface. Therefore, the mobility 
of surface electrons along the free boundary contains 
valuable information on the nature of these excitations. 
In order to extract the co:rresponding information from 
the experimental data, it is necessary to calculate the 
concrete form of the interaction between the electrons 
and the thermal surface excitations. The study of this 
interaction forms the content of the present paper. 

INTERACTION OF ELECTRONS WITH FREE-SURFACE 
VIBRATIONS 

The wave equation for an electron above a free sur
face in the presence of small deformations o(r) of the 
boundary shape from the equilibrium plane state has 
the following form (in writing this equation, the as
sumptions used are the same as in [21 }: 

II' [ a 1 
2m ~ljl + A + z + 8 (r) - eE'-z tjl = 0, 

(2) 

A is the three-dimensional Laplace operator, m and e 
are the mass and charge of a free electron, a is as in 
(1), and.\ is the eigenvalu13 of the equation. The plane 
z = 0 coincides with the surface of the unperturbed 
helium, z > 0 corresponds to the gas phase, and r is 
a two dimensional radius vector in the xy-plane. The 
boundary conditions for lj!(z, r) as a function of r depend 
on the concrete formulation of the different problems 
and will be specified separately below. The potential 
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W{z, r) of the image force above a deformed surface has 
the form used in {2), W = aj(z + o), with the condition 
that the average distance of an electron from the sur
face is less than the characteristic dimensions of the 
change in o{r) along r. E1 is the intensity of the exter
nal electric field exerting an additional pull on the elec
tron towards the surface.2 > This field turns out to be 
very convenient and, in practice, a necessary ingredient 
in forming the electron-phonon interaction. 

We make a change of variables in (2) (~ = z + o~r), 
r = r), which allows us to get rid of the perturbation 
o(r) in the boundary conditions (r is a scalar quantity 
everywhere below). In terms of ~and r, the system {2) 
is rewritten as follows: 

:~ (1 + 6"}+ ~.¢ + 26' a~·:'S + ~.6 ~~ 
+ 2m ["+.5:..-eE_~_('S-6) ]¢=0, 

h' 'S 

'¢h=o=0, '~Jh~+oo-->-0. 

~r is the two-dimensional Laplace operator, and o' 

(2a) 

= do/dr. The perturbing terms in {2a) formally have 
a different order of smallness in o. However, as will 
be clear from the following, the terms 0 1 a2ljJjara~ and 
~roaljJja~ do not contribute to the first order of pertur
bation theory in o. 

Equation (2a) contains different deformational effects, 
and we turn now to the description of these. 

STATIC SELF-CONSISTEN'J.' DEFORMATION 

On a smooth surface, the solution of {2) has the form 
of a surface wave, propagating along the boundary sur
face. If we take a possible deformation of the shape of 
the surface into account, Eq. {2a) admits solutions which 
are localized and in the xy-plane. 

To obtain this solution, we supplement {2a) with 
boundary conditions for 1/J with respect to r: 

"¢I Hoo-+ 0, a"' I ar I •=• = 0 

and with the equation of mechanical equilibrium 

<J~,6- pgll = Pel. 

{2b) 

{3) 

Here, a is the surface tension and Pel is the pressure 
on the free surface from the electron side. The magni
tude of this pressure is determined by the formulas 

(Pel)• = P.,,n,, 

h' a¢ a¢· a'¢' ] p.,=-[---~JJ--+c.c , 
' 4m ax, ax. ax, ax. (4) 

n is the direction vector, and Pik is the momentum flux 
tensor for an electron with wavefunction 1/J. In expres
sion {4), 1/J is understood to be normalized to unity: 
fll/JI 2 dV=1. 

The term pgo{r) in {3), where pis the density of 
liquid helium and g is the acceleration due to gravity, 
has to be included in the equilibrium equation to avoid 

2>The potential energy of an electron in a field E 1 above a deformed 
helium surface actually has the form eE 1 z (plus corrections associated 
with the deformation of the surface). These corrections, however, are 
proportional not only to ll(r), but also to the small difference I€ 1-€2 1 
<i:: I. For this reason they can be omitted. 

divergences in the dependence of o on r at large dis
tances. This divergence arises in the solution of the 
two-dimensional Poisson equation, but is absent in the 
two-dimensional equation which includes the term pgo. 

'The system of equations {2)-{4) is closed and per
mits us to determine the parameters of a localized 
state of surface electrons. It is convenient to start the 
solution of this system from an examination of Eq. {2a). 
Assuming that the function 1/J(~, r) is equal to 

"¢(6, r) =./('S)<p(r)+x('S, r), f<f!~X (5) 

we substitute this expression into {2a) and determine the 
functions f( ~) and x ( ~. r) from the following equations 

d'l + 2m [ "'• + "'• + ~- eE_~_s] I= 0, 
ds' tt' s 
I I •=• = o, I I ~~00 -+ o, J I' d'S ;= 1, (5a) 

0 

2m [ a 1 l'ix.+/i' Ao +y- eE_~_6 X. 

')' d'f 2 ' df d<p .\ ) df ) =-f('S)I'i,<p-(/l <p-- b ---(u,ll <p--(f-,+eE_~_Il l<p. 
d'S' d'S dr . d'S 

{5b) 
In Eq. {5b), we include all terms from {2a) which do 

not enter into (5a). The condition for the existence of a 
solution of this inhomogeneous equation is the require
ment that the right-hand side of (5b) be orthogonal to 
the solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation, 
i.e., to the function f{~) cp {r). Writing out this orthogo
nality condition explicitly, it is easy to see that the 
terms on the right-hand side of {5b) containing the first 
derivative df/d~ vanish on integration over ~- s> Omitting 
also terms with (15')2 and bearing in mind that 

00 

s f'd'S= 1, 

we reduce the orthogonality condition to the form 

+(lg 2m J rp(r)[ l'i,<p+/i'(A,+eE_~_b)<p )rdr=O. 

This condition is always fulfilled if the square-brack
eted expression in the integrand is equal to zero. We 
thus obtain an equation for cp {r) 

2m 
l'i,rp +/i'[f., + eE_~_Il]rp = 0, 

rp I Hoo-+ 0, arpjarl •=• = 0. {6) 

We can arrive at the same equation for cp by direct sep
aration of the variables in {2a), if we know beforehand 
that the terms with fi:·st derivatives with respect to ~ 
can be neglt::cted. 

It should be noted that in the effective equation (6) 
for cp (r ), the interaction with the surface which is linear 
in B is completely determined by the intensity of the 
field exerting the pull. Therefore, confining ourselves 
in the present paper to a description of the linear de
formational interaction, we shall assume that the field 
E 1 is large enough (E 1 » E1) to allow us to leave out 
of account the terms in the deformational interaction 

3>In fact 
"' (' df 1 
~ f d[d~ = 2 [f'(oo)- f' (0)]. 
0 

This expression is zero by virtue of the boundary conditions ( 5 a). 
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that are nonlinear in ll. The quantity E1 is determined 
by the order-of-magnitude relation 

It' 
eE1.~{j- --({j')', 

2ma' 

where fi2/2ma2 is the transverse kinetic energy of the 
electron, and a ~ y- 1 is the average distance of the 
electron from the free surface. In order of magnitude, 
ll ~ 10-8 em, a~ 10-8 em, ll' ~ 6/L, where L »a. 
Thus E1 ~ 10-3 esu. 

The next steps in the determination of the function 
cp (r ), which determines the localization of an electron 
in the xy-plane, are as follows. Using expression (5) 
for 1/i(~, r), we put this into (4). As a result, the general 
formula for Pel takes the more concrete form 

It' (df • Pel~- -1 ) tp'(r), 
2m as I=O 

where f(~) is the solution of Eq. (5a). 
Substituting Pel written in this way into (3) and solv

ing this equation, we find that 

{j(r}=A J Ko(KR)cp'(s}sds, 
0 

~~· a.t I · A---
- 2ma ( d6 1=.) ' 

(7) 

where Kc,(KR) is a Hankel function of zero order, K2 

= pgja and R = I r - s 1. The final equation for cp (r) is 
now obtained by replacing the quantity o(r) in Eq. (6) by 
its expression in terms of cp from (7). 

The nonlinear equation in cp (r) arising in this way 
can hardly be solved completely in general form. But 
there is no special necessity to do this. In fact, by vir
tue of the singularities of the two-dimensional equation 
(3) noted above, the deformation ll(r) of the free surface, 
even when induced by a delta-function force, extends 
over a region with characteristic dimensions K- 1 ~ 10-1-

10-2 em. And if the wavefunction of an electron captured 
by a potential well eE 1 ll(r) is also smeared over dis
tances L ~ K-\ the binding energy of this complicated 
complex turns out to be negligibly small: fi2 /2mL 2 

~ 10-23 erg ~ 10-7 °K. A self-consistent deformation is 
therefore of interest only in the case when the electron 
is localized in the xy-plane over distances L « K- 1• 

Assuming this inequality to be fulfilled, we can ex
pand the potential energy of the electron from (6) in 
powers of r: eE1ll(r) ~ eE1[o(O) + to"(O)r2 + ... ], after 
which Eq. (6) reduces to an oscillator equation. The 
ground-state wavefunction satisfying the approximate 
Eq. (6) has the usual form cp0(r) = exp (-r /L2 ), and L 
and ll"(O) are found to be connected by the relation 

L-' = 4;, eE1.<'I''(O). 

Furthermore, from Eq. (3) we have 

~rill,=,= a-' [pel (O) + pg{j (0)], 

or, using the expression for Pel and o(r) from (7), we 
find 

41!' 3 

(S) 

{j"(O) = _'V_L-'. 
m 0' (Sa) 

In the derivation of (Sa), the derivative df/d~ I ~=o• which 
occurs in both Pel and o(r), is calculated in explicit form 

for the case when the external field E 1 can be neglected 
in comparison with the image force in Eq. (5a) for f(~). 
In practice, this can be done for fields E 1 < 300 V /em. 

It follows from the equalities (S) and (Sa) that the 
quantity L is determined by the following relation: 

(9) 

For a= 0.36 ergjcm2 , y ~ 2 x 108 cm-1 and E1 ~ 300 
V /em, the numerical value of L is found to be L ~ 10-4-
10-5 em, i.e., the inequality KL « 1 used in obtaining 
(9) is indeed fulfilled. 

The binding energy of the localized surface state (9) 
is of the order fi2/2mL2 ~ (10- 1-10- 3] °K. Thus, to ob
serve the states described in this section it is necessary 
to work in the temperature region T « 0.1 °K. In the op
posite case T > 0.1 °K, the localization energy is found 
to be insignificant compared with the temperature, and 
the ground state of the surface electrons is, in practice, 
a surface wave of the form (1), with an effective mass 
not much different from the free electron mass. 

MOBILITY OF SURF ACE ELECTRONS IN THE 
REGION T > 0.1°K 

In the temperature region T > 0.1°K the deforma
tional interaction of an electron with free-surface vibra
tions can be assumed to be a small perturbation to the 
ground state (1). The magnitude of the mobility of an 
electron under these conditions can be determined by 
the known methods of the theory of the electron-phonon 
interaction (cf., e.g., the article by Bethe and Sommer
feldr31). The only question worth dwelling on first is 
connected with the quantization of the surface vibrations 
in liquid helium. 

A. Quantization of the surface waves. This can be 
conveniently carried out following Pitaevski!'s argu
ments, r41 which he developed for the exchange case. 

The Hamiltonian of the surface vibrations can be 
written with sufficient exactness in the following form: 

pv' 
H=E,+ J2 axdydz+ JF(Ir-r,l)ll(r)ll(r,)drdr, (10) 

where p is the average helium density, v is the local 
velocity, ll(r) is the deviation from the equilibrium po
sition, r is a two-dimensional vector in the plane of the 
free interface, dr = dxdy, and F (I r- r 1 I) is the struc
ture factor, which, by virtue of the homogeneity and 
isotropy of the liquid along the surface, depends only on 
the difference I r- r 1 1. The velocity v satisfies the 
equation div v = 0. Moreover, the values of ll(r) are 
connected with the normal component of the velocity at 
the free surface by the relation 

/}5 
-:--= Vnlz:=O· 
I t· 

(11) 

We introduce a sc2 .ar potential 4> by means of the 
equality v = V4>, sot' .at ~4> = 0, and expand all the vari
ables in Fourier se· ies 

{j = ;.,, .E 11. cos kx cos ky, 

• 
2 ~ F= 8 ,1, .i..~Fi.coskxcosky, ... 

2 ~ -<l>(xyz) =SOh .i...l <I>. cos kx cos ky exp (f2kz), 

• 
z,;;;;; 0. 
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Putting these series into (10) and taking the condition 
(11) into account, we bring the Hamiltonian (10) to the 
form 

3 1 d6 )' . S''• H=Eo+--=PL,-(-• +-_L,F.o.•. 
B12,kdt 4• 

The total excitation energy in this expression breaks 
down into a sum of energies of independent oscillators 
with characteristic frequencies 

'2y2 k ro,'=S'•-F.-. 
3 p 

(12) 

Furthermore by analogy with [41 , we can indicate 
one more link b~tween liwk and the average potential 
energy of the k-th oscillator 

(13) 

The equalities (12) and (13) j~able us to write the 
dispersion law in terms of llik : 

212 ft'k 
ltro,=---=-

3 p 16•1' 
(14) 

The quantity ~cannot be calculated, but it can, in 
principle, be determined experimentally for all k. In 
the volume case, the corresponding program has al
ready been carried through successfully. As regards 
the surface case, the problem of~ has not been in
vestigated r:ractically. Concrete ideas on the proper
ties of llik 2 can be expressed only for the limiting case 
of k - 0. In this limit, the dispersion law of the surface 
waves has the form [sJ 

C1 k' ro•'=gk+- ,, p 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and u is the 
surface tension. Consequently, ask- 0 we have w 
a: k1f2, and, for this, llik 12 from (14) must behave like 
llik 1'-o a: k1/ 2 • The latter assertion is, however, 
somewhat formal. The point is that, for example, for 
the temperature dependence of the surface tension in 
liquid helium, values of k ~ 105 em - 1 must be consid
ered essentially as the long-wave limit, since these k 
correspond to a temperature T ::s 10-2-10- 3 °K. But for 
these k the surface tension term in the dispersion law 
is the ;rincipal term in comparison with the gravita
tional one, and only when k ~ 10 em - 1 are the two terms 
in the dispersion law comparable in magnitude. Conse
quently, in all thermodynamic applications the disper
sion law of the surface waves in the long-wave limit 
has essentially the form w2 = uk3jp. And this means 
that llik 1~-o a: k-112, i.e., llik 12 has an essential sin
gularity ask- 0. And only in the region of very small 
k ~ 10 cm- 1 is this radical increase replaced by the de
pendence~ a: k1/ 2 • 

To conclude this section, we cite an expression for 
the displacement li(r) in terms of creation and destruc
tion operators for surface phonons 

6{r)=-f- \""1 (~)''• (a•e'"'+a.+e-'"'), (15) 
S'l• ~ 2pro. · 

where Wk is the surface-wave dispersion law. 
B. Calculation of the mobility. The starting equation 

for the calculation of the matrix elements determining 

the magnitude of the mobility is, as in the previous sec
tion, Eq. (2a). 'The unperturbE;d wavefunctions of this 
equation have the form fn(z)eik·r, where the number n 
takes the discrete series of values n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , 
and k is a continuous two-dimensional vector. In the 
general case, the perturbing terms of Eq. (2a) can in
duce transitions of electrons from one state to another, 
both with changes of wave vector k and with change of 
n. However, in the temperature region 0.1 °K ~ T < 1 °K, 
the probability that the electron is in a state with n > 0 
is exponentially small.4 > Under these conditions, the 
interaction of electrons with surface waves can be ac
companied only by change of the electron wave vector k 
with unchanged n = const = 0. Consequently, to describe 
electron states in the temperature region 0.1 °K ~ T 
< 1 °K (we confine ourselves to treating this) we can 
use (1) with a fixed function f(z). 

Having determined the electron states, it is easy to 
see that there are non-zero matrix elements in these 
states only for the perturbation eE1li. As regards the 
perturbing terms 

ft' o' 
-6'--, 
2m oro~ 

which, from estimates, are much greater than eE1li, 
these have no effect, for the reasons indicated in foot
note 3, in the approximation linear in li, if the initial 
and final electron states have the same functions fo(z). 

Taking the above remarks into account, calculating 
the matrix elements for the perturbation eE1li (in which 
the quantity li is expressed in terms of the operators 
ak: and ak using (15)) between the electron states from 
(1) with fixed f0(z), and then continuing as in [31 , ":'e . 
write down the kinetic equation for the electron distri
bution function f(k): 

(!!_) +(!!_) =0 at field ot coli ' (16) 

f(k)=fo(k)[1+f.(k)], f,«1, (16a) 

( of ) of. Ilk - = -eE11 ----cosa. ot field oe, m f0 =const-exp (- ko~ ) (16b) 

Here f0(k) is the equilibrium electron distribution func
tion, f 1 is the increment arising in an ex~ernal field Eu 
directed along the boundary surface, €k Is the energy 
of an electron with wave vector k, €k = :li~2/2m, e is 
the angle between the directions of k and Eu, k0 is 
Boltzmann's constant, 

(!!__} = Afo(k) L, LN. {6{et+o- 8t- hro,) 
ot coli • Wq 

x'[f,(k + q, e.+ ltro,)- f(k,e.) J+ exp ( ~~; } 6(e>+•- e.+ hro.) 

x [f,(k + q, e. -ltro,)- f, (k, e.)]}; (1ac) 

A= ; e•:J.• , N. = [ exp ( ~; ) - 1 r • 
4>The energy levels of the unperturbed Eq. (2a) are defined by the 

expression [ 2] 

An -h'k'/2m = -ma1 /2h2 (n+ 1)2, 

where a is as in (1). Hence ~0 ~ -30°K, ~0 ~ -10°K and L\.~0• 1 ~ 20°K. 
The electron transition probability from the ground level n = 0 to levels 
withn> Oissmall, ifl\.~0 • 1 >T. ForT< l°K this inequality is in fact 
fulfilled. 
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q and wq are the wave vector and dispersion law of the 
surface waves, p is the density of liquid helium, and S 
is the free-surface area of the helium. Equation {16c) 
is the two-dimensional analog of Eq. {45.5) in [3J. 

The energy conservation law appearing in {16c) 
through the o-functions can be written in explicit form 
as: 

or 

li'(k+ q)' 

2m 
li'k' ( (] ) .,, --= ±li --q' ' 
2m p 

k hq ( (] )''• . li-cosq>+--= ± -q , 
m 2m p 

{17) 

where cp is the angle between the vectors k and q. Of 
the two terms containing q in the latter equation, the 
term fiqj2m is the principal one for all characteristic 
q in the temperature region 0.1 oK :>. T < 1 oK of interest 
to us. It therefore follows with good accuracy from {17) 
that 

q + 2k COS <:p = 0, q",;n = 0, qm,. = 2ko {17a) 

Below we shall need a further estimate of the charac
teristic energies (l'iwq)max in comparison with k0T. If 
we take into account that qmax = 2k and Ek - k0 T, this 
estimate appears as follows: 

( (] ) .,, (liro,)m= ~ 4 Ph (mk,T)'I•<!f; koTo {17b) 

Thus, in the process of scattering of free electrons by 
surface vibrations, only the long-wavelength phonons, 
with energies much smaller than thermal energies, take 

th 0 2 part. For such phonons we can use e expresswn wq 
= aq3jp as the dispersion law. (In the dispersion law as 
written, the gravitational term gq is absent. The sim
plification is valid, by a large margin, for the whole of 
the temperature range of interest to us.) 

The solution of Eq. {16) can be sought in the three
dimensional case, in the form 

f,(k, e,) = k;;c(e,), ku = k cos 80 {18) 

Substituting f 1 from {18) into {16), we find an equation 
for c(Ek)5 ) 

m ~ 2qN, ( q ) of, lik Af,(k)-c(e,) --/l cosq>+-2k- cosq>= -eE11;;--· {19) 
kli' ro, u€; m 

q 

In Eq. {19) the argument of the o-function is written in 
the form {17a) and, in addition, the simplifications as
sociated with the inequality {17b) have been used. In 
particular, exp (l'iwq/k0T} ~ 1, and Nq ~ kT/tiwq. 

Going over in {19) from the summation over q to the 
corresponding integration over I q I and cp, we find, after 
simple calculations, an expression for c(Ek) or c{k): 

c(k) = 2E111i'crk2 / eEj_'m'(k0T)'o {20) 

Thus, the required distribution function f(k, tl) is 

f(k, 8) = /o(k)[1 + kc(k)cos 8], 

where c(k) is given by {20). 
The corresponding_mobility J.la of the surface elec-

5>1n fact, on substitution of f1 from (18) into (16), not all the terms 
of the resulting equation are proportional to cos e 0 Thus, from f1 (k + q, 
€k) = (k11 + q 11 )c(€k), where q11 = q cos (8-.p), a term appears ':"ith sin.e. 
However, this term goes to zero as a result of the subsequent mtegratwn 
over the angle .p. 

trons due to scattering by surface waves is equal to 

f.!• = 4/icr I eE1_'mo {21) 

Apart from the surface waves, gas atoms can be a 
cause of scattering of surface electrons. The gas mo
bility J.lgas of the surface electrons is in principle dif
ferent from the volume gas electron mobility. However, 
assuming in this paper that the reflection of electrons 
from a free helium surface is purely mirror reflection, 
it is possible to suppose that the surface gas mobility 
is of the same order of magnitude as the volume gas 
mobility, which is given by the following relation:[6J 

[.!.gao= 'f,e /ncr, (2nmk,T) v,, 

where n is the density of gas atoms, a0 is the total cross 
section for scattering of an electron by an individual 
atom, and m is the free electron mass. The value of a0 

for scattering of slow electrons by an individual helium 
atom is approximately ~101ra~, [7J where a0 is the Bohr 
radius. The density n of the saturated vapors depends 
very strongly on the temperature. Thus, at T ~ 1°K, 
we haven~ 1018 cm-3 , while forT~ 0.5°K, n ~ 3 x 1012 

em - 3 and continues to fall exponentially on further low
ering of the temperature. Consequently, unlike the mo
bility J.la, which does not depend on temperature at all, 
the mobility J.lgas increases exponentially as Tis low
ered. Numerical estimates which for J.lgas are in good 
agreement with the experimental data, [8J show that for 
T- 1°K we have J.laiJ.lgas ~ 10, while forT~ 0.5°K, 
J.laiJ.lgas - 10- 3 • In these estimates it is ass~med that 
E1 ~ 300 V /em. Thus, there exists a completely de
fined temperature region 0.1°K :S T < 1°K in which scat
tering by surface vibrations makes the main contribu
tion to the mobility of the surface electrons. On raising 
the temperature into the region TIt 1°K, collisions be
tween the electrons and gas atoms begin to play a sig
nificant role in the slowing down of the electrons. How
ever, one should remember that in this temperature re
gion additional channels of scattering by surface vibra
tions, associated with the perturbations of the form 
Lloaja~, also come into play. Therefore, in the temper
ature region T It 1 oK, the mobility J.la is no longer given 
by the expression {21), and the actual relationship be
tween J.la and J.lgas requires a special treatment. 

CONCLUSION 

The above treatment shows that surface electrons 
interact appreciably with the surface of liquid helium. 
In the region of very low temperatures, this interaction 
leads to the formation of a self-consistent complex of 
an electron and a static deformation of the surface be
neath the electron. This complex moves adiabatically 
over the helium surface as a united whole, with a mo
bility which apparently differs greatly from the mobil
ity of free electrons in a gas of saturated vapors (an 
explicit calculation of this mobility will be performed 
in a separate paper). In the opposite limiting case of 
high temperatures TIt 0.1°K, the thermal fluctuations 
destroy the self-localized states and the motion of elec
trons over the helium surface is practically free; col
lisions with the thermal surface excitations can be taken 
account of by simple perturbation theory.· The mobility 
of the surface electrons under these conditions turns 
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out to be independent of temperature and comparable in 
magnitude with the gas mobility of electrons in a gas of 
saturated vapors at T :S 1°K. In the temperature region 
0.1° :s T < 1°K, the principal mobility is JJ.a. 

An important role in the formation of the interaction 
of electrons with a free helium surface is played by the 
electric field which exerts an additional pull on the elec
tron towards the free surface. However, this means of 
increasing the strength of the deformational interaction 
is not the only one; the increase in the interaction of 
electrons with a free liquid helium surface should be 
very marked when the liquid helium is in the form of a 
thin film lying on a dielectric backing. In this case, an 
additional image force, associated with the dielectric 
properties of the support, acts on the free electron situ
ated in the gas phase. The corresponding deformational 
interaction energy Wct is given by the expression 

JV,;=::::----- --- ---· 0 e' ( 2e, ) ' eo - e3 

(d+l)' 2e, e,+e, e2 +e, 

Here E 10 E2 and E3 are the dielectric constants of the gas, 
the liquid and the dielectric support, d is the thickness 
of the helium film, and l is the characteristic distance 
of the electron from the free liquid helium surface. 
Comparing Wd with WE1 = eE1 6 for the values E1 RJ E2 

RJ 1, E 3 ~ 2-5, d ~ 10-5 em and l ~ 10-6 em, we can 
conclude that the effect of the support on a surface elec
tron is equivalent to a constricting field of intensity E 1 

RJ 300 V /em. On decrease of the film thickness to values 
d ~ 10-6 em, this influence of the support on the interac
tion of electrons with the surface waves is further in
creased by an order of magnitude. 

The author is grateful to I. M. Lifshitz and M. I. 
Kaganov for detailed discussion of the results of the 
paper and for useful comments. 
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